Experimental Consideration for Countermeasures Using
Multi-drop Structures in Supercritical Flow
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INTRODUCTION
Some researches were conducted experimentally for planning of channel works such as multidrop structures (e.g., Ashida et. al., 1975; Mizuyama et. al., 1989). Those researches pointed out
several problems for multi-drop structure in supercritical flow. One is local scoring due to the drop
flow, and another is increasing of flow depth due to the shock waves caused by multi-drop structure
and is increasing of velocity at downstream end (e.g., Mizuyama et. al., 1989). In present study,
characteristics of shock waves and countermeasures using multi-drop structure in a steep slope
channel are discussed experimentally in supercritical flow. Shock waves yielded at side bank of
multi-drop structure cause increasing of flow depth at side or center of the channel. Stair-type’s
dissipater can be effective at downstream of multi-drop structures for shock waves.
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Figure 1 shows longitudinal rigid bed profiles for
440
hydraulic model test flume, and bed slope increase
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gradually from 5.7° to 7.5° as decreasing of
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longitudinal distance. Model scale is specified as
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1/100, and Froude similarity is applied for flume tests.
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Table 1 shows experimental runs in supercritical
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3
flows. Flow discharge is 100 m /s in steady flow as
Fig.1 Longitudinal bed profile of the flume
full capacity of cross section in uniform flow. The
effects of stair type’s dissipater installed in just downstream of multi-drop structure are compared
with Run 1 and Run 2. Manning type’s bed roughness is 0.040 m-1/3s, and the normal flow depth is
1.38 m for flow discharge, Q, of 100 m3/s. Training channel in multi-drop structure is trapezoid in
cross section, and bed and free surface width are calculated as 8.00 m and 9.38 m (in case of Q =
100 m3/s), respectively, at full capacity of a cross section in uniform flow conditions.

Table 1 Experimental runs
Run No.

Flow discharge (m3/s)

Countermeasure for shock wave

1

100

Without stair type’s dissipater

2

100

Stair type’s dissipater

SHOCK WAVES IN SUPERCRITICAL FLOW
Run1（without stairs）
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Figure 2 shows flow patterns in Run 1 (without stairs), and
over flow occurs at right side bank of multi-drop structure. Shock
waves yielded at side bank are transported downstream, and over
flow is caused by increasing of flow depth at side bank due to the
・Ground sill
concentration of shock waves (Fig.3). There are expansion and
contraction sections at downstream of ground sill, and it also
Fig.2 Flow patterns in Run 1
causes the increasing of flow depth because of long path
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of shock waves. Figure 4 shows flow patterns in Run 2
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(with stairs). Stair-type’s dissipater is installed at just
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downstream of ground sill, and it also makes expansion
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and contraction sections be straight shape in plan view.
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Figure 5 shows longitudinal free surface and flow depth
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profiles in Run 1 and Run 2, and free surface is measured
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at center of cross section of the training channel. StairFig.3 Cross sectional free surface distributions
type’s dissipater can have roles for smoothing of
in Run 1 and Run 2
longitudinal and transverse free surface profiles in
comparison to Run 1 (Fig.3, Fig.5). If the space for stairs can be
Run 2 (with stairs)
prepared just downstream of the drop considering flow magnitude,
the stair-type’s dissipater might be one of effective structures for
flow smoothing because flow area is not reduced there.
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CONCLUSIONS
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Fig.4 Flow patterns in Run 2
Hydraulic model tests were conducted to discuss flow
characteristics of shock waves and
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smoothing to set stair-type’s
Fig.5 Longitudinal free surface and flow depth profiles
dissipater just downstream of drop
in Run 1 and Run 2
structure. The knowledge can be
included for new design and tools for multi-drop structure in a training channel with steep slope.
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